Secondary open angle glaucoma in a child with congenital oculodermal melanocytosis

Abstract: Congenital oculodermal melanocytosis, a pigmented ocular surface lesion in children, may pose a significant diagnostic and therapeutic challenge even to the eye physician. Further, parents, care givers and non-eye care physicians are often unaware of this diagnosis and its associated potential ocular morbid conditions or the potential for malignancy thereby causing a delay in examination of such affected eyes. This article highlights an uncommon pigmented ocular surface lesion encountered in childhood. Further, a call to attention, that congenital oculodermal melanosis in childhood may harbor and coexist with an ocular morbid condition of glaucoma which develops in childhood.

We report a case of congenital oculodermal melanosis with secondary open angle glaucoma in childhood. Special emphasis is placed on early identification and referral by non eye physicians. Accurate diagnosis and management of congenital oculodermal melanosis and the associated condition of secondary open angle glaucoma in childhood by the eye care physician is important. An understanding of the natural history of pigmented eye lesions in children by non eye physicians is essential for successful outcomes and prevention of unilateral blindness and its attendant consequences.
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Introduction

Ocular surface lesions of which pigmented or melanocytic lesions including congenital oculodermal melanocytosis, are uncommon, even in dark pigmented patients.\textsuperscript{1,2} When uncomplicated, they rarely are associated with symptoms, therefore, may not be given adequate and due attention by parents, care givers or physicians.

Pigmented lesions of the conjunctiva, episclera and the sclera arise from either melanocytes or nonmelanocytes and have a diverse differential diagnosis. These lesions can be classified into congenital melanosis or melanocytosis, conjunctival nevi, acquire melanosis (secondary or primary), and conjunctival melanomas. In secondary acquired melanosis, the increased conjunctival pigmentation may be caused by irradiation, hormonal changes, chemical irritation or chronic inflammatory conjunctival disorders such a severe vernal conjunctivitis in children.\textsuperscript{4,5,6}

While some pigmented lesions remain innocuous others have malignant potentials or may be associated with ocular morbid conditions. Some of these pigmented ocular surface lesions are congenital in origin and as such present from birth; however, may become more prominent at or after puberty.\textsuperscript{7}

We report a case of congenital oculodermal melanocytosis associated with secondary open angle glaucoma, starting in childhood.\textsuperscript{8} Further, we seek to highlight the need for early referral to the eye care physicians from non-eye physicians, when apparently benign pigmented lesions are seen in children.

Case report, site of involvement and clinical features:

IK an 11 year old male student, presented to the eye clinic of our institution with a complaint of blurring of distant vision in both eyes in the last two weeks. A non-progressive grey discoloration of the white part of his right eye was noticed from birth, with associated gradual increase in discoloration of the lower eyelid. However, he had been admitted into the children emergency clinic of the hospital on two occasions, the first on account of malaria and the second on account of pneumonia when he was two years and seven years old respectively. There is no family history of ocular or dermal pigmentation.

On general examination, a healthy looking young boy was seen. On ocular examination, visual acuities were normal with 6/6 in both eyes. Objective automatic refraction in the right and left eye revealed hyperopic astigmatism with the subjective best correction resulting in visual acuity of 6/5 and N5 at 33cm in both eyes.
The left eye and eye lid was normal. In the right eye lid, there was a grey pigmented area involving the lower lid, about 5cm from the medial angle. This was associated with a flat, slate grey, avascular, multifocal lesion in the white part of the external eye, which did not move, measuring 7-10mm and extending inferiorly and superiorly. See figure 1. The anterior segment including the aqueous drainage angle and structures were normal, however with increased hyper pigmentation of the iris and trabecular meshwork. Pupillary examination showed a subtle relative afferent pupillary defect in the right eye. Stereoscopic examination of the right optic disc revealed a cup disc ratio of 0.5 cupping, pallor, notching with a disc symmetry of 0.2 decrease in the left optic disc which appeared normal in size and contour, compared to the right. All other posterior segment structures were normal. Intraocular pressures on the right and left eyes were 13 and 11 millimeters of mercury (mmHg) respectively taken at the first visit. Axial length measurement of both eyes, with an A scan using IOL master revealed in the right 24.31mm and on the left 24.21mm respectively. Using the Zeiss Frequency Doubling Technology, his first visual fields revealed a mean standard deviation of -16.12 dB P<0.5 on the right and -7.75 dB P<25 on the left, however with 20% fixation errors. Optical coherence tomography confirmed a disc asymmetry with loss of nerve fibers, larger on the right with contour neuroretinal rim changes in the right eye. Optic disc pictures were taken for documentation and monitoring.

Fig 1: A child with right oculodermal melanocytosis

A diagnosis of a mild astigmatic refractive error, right oculodermal melanocytosis associated with right secondary open angle glaucoma was made.

The patient was given a pair of corrective spectacles. A CT scan of the brain and orbits were requested as well as a follow up visit.

Clinical progress of patient since diagnosis:

With the use of the spectacles, the patient was satisfied with his class work. The CT scan result of the brain and orbits was normal. Intraocular pressures was 12 and 10mmHg respectively at the second visit. Right laser trabeculoplasty was recommended, the parents however, declined laser surgery. He was placed on Timolol 0.5%, a beta blocker 12 hourly, in the mean time and will be monitored for life.

Discussion

Congenital oculodermal melanocytosis also known as Naevus of Ota, is a relatively uncommon condition, however, the most frequent form of ocular melanocytosis seen. It is characterized by unilateral patchy but extensive slate grey or bluish discoloration of the sclera with associated pigmentation of the periocular skin. This condition is seen more commonly in Blacks and Asians. Histologically a focal proliferation and increase in number, size and pigmentation of melanocytes is seen in affected eyes and skin. From a prognostic point of view, it is important to examine and follow up the posterior segment of the eye of these patients with nevus of Ota, as the incidence of uveal melanoma is 0.4% (1/400 cases) in adult caucasians. Further, these patients have a slightly higher risk to develop orbital, and meningeal melanoma which is seen most commonly in whites. Oculodermal melanocytosis may pose a risk for the developmental and progression of glaucoma. Secondary glaucoma in this patients, is associated with the condition in less than 10% of cases and usually presents in adulthood with blindness. Glaucoma is an optic neuropathy, that leads to characteristic central visual field loss and optic never damage resulting in blindness if left unidentified and treated. The pathogenesis of glaucoma in congenital oculodermal melanocytosis is not well understood, but it is suggested that hyper pigmentation of the trabecular meshwork as well as clogging of the meshwork outflow may be responsible for secondary glaucoma. Glaucoma management in childhood is a challenging condition which requires referral to a tertiary eye care center and more recently to sub specialist care. The goal of preserving a lifetime of a vision for such children involves early, prompt control of the intraocular pressure, correction of refractive error and rigorous amblyopia therapy depending on the age of the child. Control of intraocular pressure is primarily surgical with medical therapy playing a supportive role or as an adjunct in black, ensuring the prevention of uniovular loss of visual fields in adolescent and blindness in adulthood.

Opportunities to identify patients with congenital oculodermal melanocytosis possibly lies primarily with the non eye physician. The need to be aware of such high risk patients, health educate and encourage referrals for documentation, monitoring as well as intervention when necessary, cannot be over emphasized.

Conclusion

Congenital oculodermal melanocytosis is uncommon and appears harmless, but may be associated with the development of secondary open angle glaucoma in childhood. A practical approach to managing children with this condition by the non eye physicans, would entail early identification and referral to the eye physicans.
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